Blue Foundry Bank
INTRODUCTION
Blue Foundry Bank has provided comprehensive financial products and
services to Northern New Jersey for nearly 150 years. The Rutherfordbased company creates services using innovative methods, attention
to detail, and craftsmanship to deliver the best experience for its
customers. Blue Foundry has locations in five counties made up of smart,
hard-working bankers who are committed to forging new relationships,
experiences, communities, partnerships, and solutions.

“AT BLUE FOUNDRY BANK, WE THINK OF
THE TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS NOT ONLY
FOR TODAY, BUT ALSO FOR TOMORROW’S
GROWTH. WITH CRESTRON, WE WERE ABLE
TO FUTURE PROOF OUR BUSINESS.”

James D. Nesci
President and CEO,
Blue Foundry Bank
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THE CHALLENGE
For Blue Foundry’s new 40,000-square-foot administrative hub, the
financial institution’s President and CEO, James Nesci, sought to create
a space where employees would have the opportunity to work collectively
in a flexible workspace. As Blue Foundry Bank considered the design of
their new hybrid offices, they viewed a technologically infused working
environment as an essential investment to engage and retain employees
while also attracting new ones.

Blue Foundry’s approach was “people first, technology second.” The office
design needed to prioritize the employee experience and empower them
to focus on what they enjoy while automating the rest.

THE SOLUTION
Blue Foundry partnered with global collaboration services provider Kinly
and designers at DMR Architects to adapt a technology standard that
would foster a more collaborative and productive office environment.
As an office standardized on Microsoft Teams®, Crestron’s ability to
seamlessly integrate and support the software made the Crestron Flex
Digital Workplace Platform an easy selection.

“AFTER OUR VISIT AT THE EXPERIENCE
CENTER, CRESTRON STOOD OUT TO US
BECAUSE OF THE VAST QUANTITY OF
SOLUTIONS THE COMPANY PROVIDES
AND THEIR ABILITY TO INTEGRATE WITH
OTHER BRANDS.”

James D. Nesci
President and CEO,
Blue Foundry Bank
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THE TECHNOLOGY
Blue Foundry’s customers are the beneficiaries of engaged and motivated
employees. The goal of the new office was to create a work experience
that would be a favorite for employees; a place anyone would want to
work. Crestron technology within the office allows team members to
collaborate and embrace the opportunity of a hybrid work schedule. With
Crestron Flex, it is easy for employees to collaborate with their teams and
remote workers while remaining productive. The range of the Crestron
Flex platform allowed Blue Foundry to embrace different form factors to
scale the audio and video experience appropriately for every space.

In Blue Foundry’s busy office, the Crestron and Microsoft Room Scheduling
Panels with Microsoft Teams® software help foster a productive work
environment where employees can book rooms like a hotel. Employees
have embraced the scheduling system, structuring meeting room usage
and streamlining management of these spaces. For the health and safety
of employees, wave sensors were also installed to eliminate touchpoints
as employees move through the office. Blue Foundry employees were able
to quickly learn to use the technology and now they see it as a natural
extension of their workplace.

“THE VERSATILITY THAT CRESTRON PROVIDES
IS TREMENDOUS. WE HAVE BEEN ABLE TO
EVALUATE OUR SPACES AND GET THE PROPER
FEEDBACK TO EQUIP EACH MEETING SPACE
WITH THE CRESTRON FLEX SOLUTION THAT
WILL BEST SERVE OUR EMPLOYEES.”

James D. Nesci
President and CEO,
Blue Foundry Bank
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Blue Foundry Bank worked with Kinly to fully integrate every piece of
Crestron technology, driving how the office functions and performs for
employees. The audiovisual experience is consistent throughout the office,
creating an engaging experience in common spaces and more. Music plays
throughout the office to enhance the ambiance for employees as they
go about their day. To support their employees’ health and wellness, Blue
Foundry has installed circadian rhythm lighting. The office lighting dims,
brightens, and changes hues to adjust with the natural light of the sun
throughout the day.

The new office space features many customized finishes and unique
amenities such as a wellness room, lounges with fireplaces, and a café
which serves as a unique space for teams to connect. In the café, twelve
large displays show sports games and news programming, in addition to
corporate branding and advertising content. To boost morale and show
appreciation for employees, Blue Foundry also displays company signage
to acknowledge work anniversaries, significant events, and more.

“INCORPORATING CRESTRON TECHNOLOGY
IN THE OFFICE ENCOURAGES EMPLOYEES TO
ENGAGE. BLUE FOUNDRY’S PHILOSOPHY ON
THE MODERN WORKPLACE ALLOWS THEIR
COMPANY TO STAND OUT AS AN INDUSTRY
TRENDSETTER.”

Kevin Carpenter
Operations Manager,
Kinly
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“THE SUCCESS OF THIS INSTALL WAS
LARGELY DUE TO THE COLLABORATION
BETWEEN BLUE FOUNDRY AND OUR TEAM.
THEIR INVOLVEMENT HELPED US AS AN
INTEGRATOR TO COORDINATE THROUGH THE
WAVES OF SOLUTION CHANGES AND BRING
THE PROJECT THE NEXT LEVEL.”

Raymond Meza
Global Account Executive,
Kinly

Featured Products

RESULTS
Technology is an avenue for Blue Foundry Bank to expand its products and
services to meet the needs of its employees, customers, and communities
beyond the administrative headquarters. With the success of the
recent Crestron deployment, Blue Foundry is exploring bringing similar
experiences into their branches as well.

Crestron Flex Tabletop Small Room Audio
Conference System for
Microsoft Teams® Rooms
UC-MM30-TA
Crestron Flex UC Video Conference System
Integrator Kit for Microsoft Teams® Software
UC-C160-T
Crestron Flex Wall Mount UC Video
Conference System for
Microsoft Teams® Software
UC-B160-T
Crestron Flex VoIP Desk Phone for
Microsoft Teams® Software
UC-P100-T
AirMedia® Presentation System
AM-200
DM NVX® 4K60 4:4:4 HDR Network AV
Encoder/Decoder with
Downmixing and Dante® Audio
DM-NVX-363
4-Series™ Control System
CP4
10.1 in. Room Scheduling Touch Screen
TSS-1070
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